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Issue 40
Sukkot and Simchat Torah
In this issue …
We feature the congregation’s Sukkot and Simchat Torah traditions, beginning with six Brooklyn Eagle articles about
nineteenth century events held at Boerum Place Synagogue. Articles by Ralph Kleinman and Howard Schneider
describe sukkahs at home and at Kane Street. This year, emails went to members about ways to participate: How to
purchase lulav and estrog for $45; when to help erect the synagogue sukkah. (The email promised the crew pizza and a
great time together, and assured them it wasn’t necessary “to be a mechanical maven.”) To fulfill the Mitzvah of Leshev
Ba'Sukkah (eating and dwelling in the sukkah), people are encouraged to bring dairy or pareve meals into Kane Street’s
sukkah. (These meals may not be brought into the kitchen or synagogue utensils used.) During the week the synagogue
has arranged breakfasts, lunches, snacks, a wine and cheese kiddush and dinners. Synaplex programming includes a
concert for kids, environmental lecture, Sukkot songfest and tour of Brownstone Brooklyn sukkahs. At Simchat Torah,
the congregation will parade with sefer Torahs and paper flags around the sanctuary seven times, proceed out to Kane
Street, which is closed to traffic, and continue dancing into the evening.
Since the construction of the Goldman Educational Center, the congregation’s sukkah is lovelier than ever. The Atrium is
free of the old iron fire escape, cinder blocks, barbed wire and macadam paving. There’s space for a large tent. We
have good lighting. The heady smell of pine needles and apples (the skhakh or covering) remains just as intoxicating as
in years past.
Joseph Goldfarb remembers sukkahs from the 1920s, “Succoth was better than almost any other shul that I’ve ever
been in. We had a beautiful, beautiful set up… The whole place was decorated with foliage. At one period of time we
used to buy it, but then we made arrangements with the Parks Department at the beginning of the season. They were
always pruning trees, and they would bring cut boughs by the truckload. We had volunteers and the paid super … and
they decorated all the walls with foliage on both sides of that space and then we bridged it across with an overhead
structure like a lattice. The whole thing, walls and ceiling, were all with these branches. After each service, we had long
tables with white cloths. We had wine and we had cake, and we had the big party challahs and honey. The people used
to come, say a blessing, make a motzi and wash their hands at the kitchen sink. That was a really nice sukkah.”
Belle Goldfarb Lehrman, Rabbi Goldfarb’s youngest daughter, recalled Sukkot and Simchat Torah: “We had a lovely Sukkah in
the backyard. My father took such pride in decorating it. He used to do something with an egg someway. He would blow
something and take all of the fluid out of the interior of the egg without upsetting the shell. Then he would paint little
things on the exterior of the shell. This was a family thing. We would string cranberries, yards and yards of cranberries,
and hang them around…. Of course the synagogue had a sukkah. They had kiddush in the sukkah, but I don’t
remember it particularly because I didn’t go into it so much… We went home to have lunch in the sukkah. Joseph would
remember this, probably. He would go with father and the men for kiddush. Maybe Mother and the girls went home right
after services to be sure that lunch would be ready. You couldn’t set the table before you went to shul in the morning.
Everything would be filthy. So we had to come and shake everything out, so when the men came home, we were able to
have lunch and dinner too in the evening. We ate two meals a day in the sukkah.” Belle said there was no dancing in
the street during Simchat Torah when she was a girl. “No, there was nothing like that. We had dancing in shul. It was the
usual. I don’t remember anything special. We used candles in those years. We got flags that were pointed at the end of
the flag. At the upper part of the stick, there was the handle, and we’d put a candle on top of it and light the candle. That
was dangerous. It was in the synagogue. The flag was paper with all kinds of pictures on it… and designs. They’re
probably no different from the ones you use today.”

Carol Levin, Editor
HistoricalJournal@KaneStreet.org
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Sukkot at Kane Street
By Ralph Kleinman
Ralph Kleinman has been a member of Kane Street since 1983 and a member of the Board since 1987. He has been Treasurer,
Executive Vice President and President as well as a member of various committees over the years.

It wasn’t until Lisa and I moved to Brooklyn and started to come to Kane Street that Sukkot became part of my life. Once
we moved to President Street in 1985, we decided that we would build a sukkah in our backyard, although neither of us
had the slightest idea at the time of how to go about it.
So we visited many different sukkot (our quest might really have been the beginning of the Shul’s sukkah walk – more
about that later), and saw many different models, ranging from the traditional (lots of old doors and other pieces of wood
somehow cobbled together), to the sculptural (more wood cobbled together, but done more artistically), to the prefab (with
or without pictures of the Rebbe), to the free-form (use your imagination here). We eventually opted for the approach
used by the Steins and the Levins, who at that time shared a sukkah that was located in the Levins’ backyard. The frame
for their sukkah was manufactured by a company that made booths for street fairs, and though I can’t remember anything
else about it, given the Levins’ and Steins’ taste and accomplishments, I’m sure that it was beautiful.
Our somewhat less magnificent sukkah went up in our President Street backyard the following year, much to the general
amusement and consternation of the Scottos and the Nardiellos, our neighbors. As the years passed, I would get helpful
advice from them when I would stare, puzzled, at all the pieces that I had brought up from the basement. Every year I
forget exactly the best way to put it together without interfering with the phone lines while still clearing the fences without
hurting myself. Phil Scotto and Joe Nardiello always remember exactly where the opening goes and how the thing is
oriented, which probably says a lot both about their sense of ecumenism and my issues with three-dimensional space.
One Kane Street Sukkot memory that has left an indelible mark on me (I’m shuddering as I write this) is when we almost
caused serious injury to the Rabbi Weintraub’s parents due to faulty sukkah roof engineering. (this problem has since
been repaired) and bad wind. In short, we had invited Sam, who was at that time the new Rabbi to lunch on Sukkot along
with his extended family, including his parents. We were feeling very exalted, as we had three rabbis (Sam, his brother
Simcha, and their father) During the main course (after a delicious soup garnished with pine needles that fell from the
skhakh (evergreens on the sukkah roof)– the skhakh in the soup was a running joke in the family until we switched from
evergreen to bamboo mats), a gust of wind blew up from Hoyt Street, and a chunk of the roof fell off and hit the table, just
inches from Sam’s parents’ heads. We had taught a lesson in impermanence to the three rabbis at our table, but I don’t
generally recommend this approach to Jewish teaching. Anyway, the Rabbi’s parents were extremely polite.
Speaking of the Rabbi, it should be duly noted that the idea to have a Kane Street Synagogue sukkah walk is fully to his
credit. About four or five years ago he suggested that some of us open up our sukkot to the community at fixed times
during one afternoon during the holiday. Participants could have a progressive lunch as they went from sukkah to sukkah.
The event was extremely popular from the start. Everyone has a good time and eats too much, but there is also a sense
of community, which is, in the end, what Kane Street is all about.
Lisa, Jacob, Roger, Elliot and I wish you a joyous Sukkot. We hope to see you in our sukkah at this year’s open house.

Sukkahs at the Schneiders and the Synagogue
By Howard Schneider
Howard Schneider was an executive on Wall Street for many years and continues as a vice president at Kane Street. His wife Arlene is
a physician specializing in the treatment of asthma and allergy. When their sukkah was first built, Martin was 18, Renee 16, Lisa 5, and
Dan almost two. Throughout their nursery and early grade school years, Lisa and Dan invited their classmates into their sukkah for
snacks and an opportunity to learn about their holiday celebration.

Sukkot is a wonderful week-long holiday that comes as a pleasant break following the intensity of the High Holidays. Yet
until about two decades ago, except in the most traditional Conservative and Orthodox households in Brooklyn, the
holiday was mostly observed only in communal settings such as synagogues, Jewish schools and Hillel houses. More
recently, in part thanks to innovative firms offering modular and custom-built sukkahs, a larger number of families have
realized they can easily build their own sukkahs at home in gardens or on balconies.
The Hebrew word sukkah is often translated as “booth”, but a more descriptive translation is “shelter”. Think of a
temporary shelter that a town-dwelling farmer might build in his fields during the harvest to shade him, his family and
workers from the hot sun during a midday break and to protect them from the breezes. The Torah relates the sukkah both
to harvesting the bounty of G-d’s produce and to the protective cloud that G-d provided to shade the Israelites as they
wandered for forty years under the desert sun. As a temporary shelter, a sukkah has four walls although one wall may be
the permanent wall of a home or other adjacent structure. Its roof of bamboo poles or mats, branches and leaves, blocks
at least half of the sunlight during the day and allows stars in at night, reminding us of our temporary setting and
agricultural roots.
It was exactly twenty years ago that Arlene and I were shopping before the High Holidays in Borough Park. We stopped at
a store named “Custom Succahs” to see whether there was a sukkah that could fit on the deck of our brownstone. We
needed one with a frame tall enough to allow the kitchen door to open into the sukkah and large enough to accommodate
our family of four children, Arlene’s late mother who was living with us, and guests. The store owner showed us the
materials available in 8-foot heights that could be set-up with an open wall and against the rear wall of the house. We
selected white fiberglass, which allowed daylight to shine through.
A few days later, the unassembled parts of our new custom sukkah arrived at our home. The salesman had
recommended that we contact Tsippi, an artist who painted fiberglass panels. After sundown on Saturday night, I put one
panel on the roof of our station wagon and shlepped it to the artist’s apartment at the far end of Coney Island Avenue.
Tsippi painted a cornucopia of fruit, wine, and flowers on the panel, and I shlepped it home the following afternoon. We
enjoyed her beautiful artwork for about twelve years until, inspired by the clear plastic walls of Nancy and Paul Fink’s
sukkah, my son Dan and I replaced the fiberglass panels with clear lexan panels from a Canal Street shop. Thus, we
switched from the beautiful but artificial decor to the natural view of our garden.
Sukkah decorations are often quite imaginative. Many people use the greeting cards they received for Rosh Hashanah.
We hang fruits and vegetables of the season, buying as many exotic species as possible, such a cherimoya, key limes,
and hot peppers on their branches. Arlene shops at country markets and returns with stacks of hay, stalks of corn,
pumpkins, squashes, dry gourds and decorative kale. Cranberries are strung with needle and thread, and then hung
along the walls and across the diagonals. We also hang posters from Borough Park that display the blessings for making
Kiddush in the sukkah and for shaking the lulav and etrog.
Inevitably, not every fall evening in Brooklyn is blessed with mild weather. Some days and evenings in the sukkah have
been especially delightful, but on others, diners must resort to heavy sweaters and jackets. Rain also can damper the
festivities. If stars can be seen in the sukkah, rain will come in as well. During rainfall, the most essential activity to retain
is to make Kiddush in the sukkah on the first two holiday nights, being sure to be seated while drinking the wine. On the
other five nights, the essential mitzvah is saying hamotzi and eating bread while seated. After these mitzvot are done, we
can continue with dinner indoors.
Several years ago, Dan and I met the challenge of “rain.” We had observed sukkahs in the Jewish neighborhoods of
Brooklyn that had tarps protecting them during rainy “off hours”. These tarps are removed for Kiddush and then quickly
replaced afterwards if it’s raining. Dan realized with mechanical ingenuity that we too could have such a tarp. We
fastened one end of our tarp to the second floor windows above the sukkah and angled it sufficiently so rain would run off
past the deck railing. That’s the “on” position. At the other end of the tarp, we looped a rope to a set of pulleys that run
from the roof of the house to the rear of the garden. Standing in the garden, we can raise the tarp vertically up to the rear
wall of our house. This is the “off” position. The device satisfies the halachic requirement for the structure to be open – at
least for kiddush and hamotzi – to the sun and the stars. In this way even in rainy weather, we can have a reasonably dry
meal with family and friends in our harvest shelter.

The religious obligations are not only to build a sukkah and dwell in it, but also to invite guests into your sukkah. After all,
not everyone in the community can build their own. Honored guests are traditionally referred to by the Aramaic word
ushpizin from Babylonian times. Biblical ushpizin might include Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, Aaron and David.
Decorative posters welcoming the patriarchs are available in Hasidic neighborhoods. More modern traditionalists also
include our female ancestors. In our sukkah, the honorees the first day are Abraham and Sarah. On the second day, we
honor Isaac and Rebecca. In 2005 Kane Street Synagogue’s annual Israeli Film Festival featured a charming movie
entitled Ushpizin that told the story of a Hasidic couple in modern Jerusalem who welcomed an old friend and his buddy
into their sukkah as ushpizin, unaware their guests were escaped convicts. This movie, screened a few months before
Sukkot, reinforced our celebration.
The Synagogue’s sukkahs have stories of their own. The congregation has erected sukkahs in the courtyard between the
sanctuary and the community building since 1905 when Baith Israel moved to this site. At some point, supports were
nailed to the two opposite building walls. Every year we placed 12-foot beams from support to support and lay bamboo
and evergreen branches across the beams to create a lovely sukkah. The structure worked well enough for many years
although some members worried about two possible halachic imperfections. The use of two permanent walls was
questionable; one wall would be OK, but not two. In addition, the iron fire escape over a portion of the sukkah probably
constituted an impermissible overhead structure. Nevertheless, our old sukkah accommodated fifty to sixty people, and
enable us to enjoy the spirit of the holiday.
In 2003 and 2004 the old community building was mostly demolished to make way for the Goldman Educational Center.
During the construction the congregation celebrated Sukkot in an intimate prefab sukkah in the narrow front yard between
the sanctuary and the railing on Kane Street. In the renovation process, the old fire escape was entirely removed,
enlarging the usable floor area between the buildings. The old courtyard became the new atrium. We purchased a new
sukkah, customized for our atrium. Its 12 x 40 feet dimension has snap-together framed panels of white nylon walls with
clear acrylic windows. The wall facing the new social hall, transparent to the glass wall of the social hall, allows the doors
of the social hall to open into the sukkah. This new sukkah seems to spread into the social hall and vice versa, elegant
visual complements in a handsome holiday setting. Chag sama’ach!

The year the Atlantic Antic fell on Shemini Atzeret:
Credit: The Scroll, September 1979

